1 I talk about "late postmodernism" in my 2011 book Cosmodernism: American Narrative, Late Globalization, and the New Cultural Imaginary. Jeremy Green has published an entire book on the subject, Late Postmodernism (2005) , which focuses on the 1990s. This is the period during which, Green rightly contends, DeLillo "attain [ed] critical prominence" (4). 2 For other critics, The Names is a milestone in the recent narrative of terror. See, for instance, Andrew Hoberek (498). The rise of terror as a vector of world systems ties into my discussion of the structure of presentness in DeLillo. embodies need not lean on the crutch of mystical-metaphysical absence to engender meaning.
Thus understood, this centrality of form inaugurates or at the very least decisively consolidates in The Names an aesthetic of presence. Since form conceived along these lines is so pivotal to this aesthetic, the latter may be a "hyperformalism," but it is not a formalism, or it is not one in a traditional sense. More than the "formalist" form of modernist art and criticism, I contend, is in play here. Soaked through with context, this brand of formalism is not just deeply attuned to key developments and shifts in world economies, ecologies, sovereignties, and cultures; it is also their receptacle and blurry imprint, echo chamber and oppositional encoding. For, notably, as DeLillo hardly ever glamorizes or celebrates a priorily presence, form, pattern, code, design, and aesthetic largely, this material runs the whole aesthetic and ethical-political gamut from the sublime, beautiful, and original to the trite, derivative, serial, and kitschy and from the transformative, critical, and disobedient to the worrisome, deleterious, and destructive.
Together with the novel itself, with most of DeLillo's books following The Names, and with the contemporary broadly, the form in question, then, is a multifaceted geoformation. As an aesthetic object, this geoformation may refer to completed forms or sets of forms inside the book's diegetic universe, to the novel as a literary text, to an entire contemporary aesthetic with its own varieties, and, more generally, to the contemporary itself; as a process, it foregrounds the form's making or "formation," a poiesis inflected and, again, endowed with all sorts of ramifications and implications by the world's own forming, re-forming, and themselves deeply ambiguous processes -a world poiesis.
The advent of all these world material mutations and of the geoformations they have accompanied and borne on is the event that sets aside our present from other ages and intervals. On this account, this event is a genuine "event-world," a world event that re-worlds the world in a Heideggerian sense by speeding up the world's coming together as one 4 . Shifting gears to complete a fundamental cycle, the world takes its worldly presence to a heretofore unreached level. Here, the world acquires a new "fullness." This plenitude is re-worlding in that it affords the world the quantum leap of "coming into itself," of "growing" a self, so to speak. Singh, a member of the cult Jim and Jim's friends, archaeologist Owen Brademas and, befittingly enough, cult movie-maker Frank Volterra, pursue across the huge swath of land conquered by Alexander the Great twenty-three centuries ago, actually speaks in these very terms. "The world," Singh tells Owen in a key scene that unfolds in the Great Indian Desert not far from the Pakistani border, 'has become self-referring. You know this. This thing has seeped into the texture of the world. The world for thousands of years was our escape, was our refuge. Men hid from themselves in the world. We hid from God or death. The world was where we lived, the self was where we went mad and died. But now the world has made a self of its own.
Why, how, never mind. What happens to us now that the world has a self? How do we say the simplest thing without falling into a trap? Where do we go, how do we live, who do we believe? This is my vision, a self-referring world, a world in which there is no escape' (The Names 297) An affordance of the world's newly acquired critical mass, the self the world sprouts at the expense of planetary spaces and subsequently of the selves that, in them, took shelter and engaged in psychological, physical, and metaphysical rites of subjectivity is the epoch-making development of our time. This occurrence is momentous because, among other things, it resets the contemporary. As a period in history, this is no longer coextensive with the post-World War II era but is about to start over only a few years after this episode, with the end of the Cold War, if not to end history once for all, as stipulated by the cult's platform or by Francis Fukuyama's 1989 controversial essay, then to break ground for a new one.
The Names shows that the wheels of change are already in motion, though. Not only that, but the ongoing transformations are echoed by, and so roughly coincide with, adjustments in DeLillo's own modus operandi. This is reorienting itself in the early 1980s so as to become more attuned to these complex and contradictory developments and thus, in a way, rediscover the world -better still, discover it "for what it is" or is about to become within a decade. Granted, when compared to later novels, the discoveries are still incomplete or tentatively formulated, and they will remain so in the 1991 novel Mao II, which, on many levels, carries on the project of The Names. It is only with the 1997 Underworld that we will get DeLillo's complete Cold War report-cumfarewell to the era, much as we will have to wait until the collapse of the Berlin Wall and of the Eastern Bloc for history itself to finish turning a new page in its own book. Yet again, both in the world and in the world inside The Names major realignments are underway. In this sense, the world's and the writer's life-altering incidents are identical.
The "objective" narrative of history and fiction writing share, one might say, the same plot. What is more, they do the sharing under the rather counterintuitive auspices of "self-reference," of the self or self-consciousness that grows, on one side, as the world's quantitative increase brings about a new, "contemporary" quality or mode of being, and, on the other side, as the account of this transformation, DeLillo's art, evolves into a new mode of writing. The two modes are roughly isomorphic, for the same array of geopolitical and cultural-historical factors brings them in step "formally." But homology of form does not translate into identity of content or function automatically, and so DeLillo's work is susceptible of embracing, parsing out critically, rejecting, and otherwise taking stock discriminately of the newfangled world.
World newness, as well as the "nowness," the "presentness" in question here, and its aesthetic corollaries lie in the worldly "self-reference" the contemporary world setup has evolved as globalization kicks into full swing in the 1980s, and the previous, comparatively "piecemeal," less integrated world is becoming more and more "systemic." Compared to the relatively stabilizing deep freeze of the Cold War, the 1980s, not to mention the decades following the breakup of the former USSR, are, as DeLillo himself shows especially in the works published after Underworld, more interconnected, that is, more world-systemic, and oftentimes devastatingly so. As he already also points out in The Names, this large-scale "thickening" of an earlier, more loosely integrated world into "harder" structures of the system type routinely occurs across, above, and not infrequently to the detriment of nation-states, groups, traditions, styles, and localities. This is happening as people, capital, material and symbolic goods -in the novel, mainly oil and "Oriental" rugs, both in high demand -and discourse cross, courtesy of various trans-and multinational geoeconomic and political-military apparatuses, increasingly permeable political borders to give rise to "systems" of human association, information, and culture less and less overlapping with and beholden to national sovereignties. All these world circuitries and mechanisms of communications are geared toward making the world one. If the world has oversaturated the planetary domain, and if, as a result, the planet -or the world itself, if you prefer -is in crisis, this is the sign that the world has become or is on the brink of becoming one, an entity capable of functioning not necessarily as a coherent or "rational" whole but just as a whole, viz., liable to see itself as such, to see and reference its self and by the same token itself as a system. For, since self-reference is a feedback loop, and since feedback loop is a basic feature of systems, when Singh asseverates that the world is self-referring, he implicitly asserts that the world is now overtly -is presenting itself as -a system or, as we will see, as a lattice of world-systems.
Needless to say, "world" and "system" are not inherently synonymous, and Immanuel Wallerstein has insisted that they are not geographically coextensive either.
"Putting in the hyphen [between 'world' and 'system'] was intended," he specifies, "to underline that we are talking not about systems, economies, empires of the (whole)
world, but about systems, economies, empires that are a world (but quite possibly, and indeed usually, not encompassing the entire globe)" (16) (17) . In DeLillo's view, however, the systems of the 1980s are moving in this "wholist" direction and ominously so, threatening to become totalities, worlds, and coterminous with the world if not supplanting it. Centuries in the making according to Wallerstein and his followers, systems have served as the modern world's primary organizing model and, warns DeLillo, are now poised to substitute themselves to the world. They have taken over so much of it -have pushed it to become so much like them -that, having swallowed more than they can digest, they are approaching, and in some cases have already reached, an impasse. Stretched too thin, less and less efficient as they keep expanding, constantly in overload mode, many of the systems DeLillo uncovers in The Names seem concurrently snowballing and on the verge of implosion; they are swelling and undergoing structural crises; they are shaping human lives, national histories, geopolitics, lifestyles, narratives, and their meanings, sometimes in demonstrably positive and "progressive" ways while also crushing life, failing to serve communities, jamming stories, and making no sense, or, worse, signifying devastation, death, and disempowerment. Particularly the latter class of systems, but also any system seeking to self-complete and thus become a fully self-referring totality and, implies DeLillo, all systems generally have a propensity to become quasi totalitarian, and, insofar as they are turning into a totality or are one already, to show symptoms of "totalism," of pathological systemics whose end result is lethal -hence The Names' frequent mentions of deadly systems and programs. Spawning death, they are also death-bound; they move toward annihilation in more ways than one, much like DeLillo's famous plot notion in White Noise, Libra, Zero K, and elsewhere, where, plots, conspiracies, plans, timetables, stories, descriptions, algorithms, paradigms, models, etc. near simultaneously completion and some kind of death or obliteration.
The arc of the story, the arc of the system, and the arc of life are identical, DeLillo seems to be saying. But, if this is true, this is also frightening, and therefore he appears own. No wonder people read books that tell them how to run, walk and sit. We're trying to keep up with the world, the size of it, the complications' (322-333).
Another oft-quoted fragment of the novel, the excerpt echoes through future novels from White Noise to Underworld and beyond DeLillo's fiction to anticipate and interpellate David Harvey's "time-space compression" argument about postmodernism (284). Nota bene, for Lindsay and, I would submit, for her author as well, the world is not contracting. The geography of the possible -the perimeter of what can be -and principally the natural domain of being are indeed decreasing in size. The world as earth, as healthy environment and habitat for all species, is diminishing, depleting, and withering quickly, while the world of artificial systems is widening, not infrequently at the expense of world ecologies and generally with great expenditure of sheer space.
Before running out of clean air, people like Singh are suffocating ontologically, so to speak, because there is no "refuge," nowhere to go -because "there is no outside anymore," as Vija Kinski, Eric Packer's "chief of theory," will memorably put it in Cosmopolis (90). What with the revved-up spread of theories, programs, and systems implementing them, the lack of this "outside" -Singh's "escape" -reduces drastically our being and knowing possibilities, which concerns both Singh and Lindsay to the extent they depend increasingly on systems to know, do, and simply be. If, as Owen also tells Jim, "[t]he things of the world are no longer discrete," that is because the world has gelled into "patterns," connective designs, and networks, which is all people have to go on for learning, doing, and otherwise being in the world (The Names 81).
System-dependency is certainly on the rise at the dawn of the 1980s, but system dependability is an entirely different story. New productive and reproductive, S.-led NATO military system, which would within years begin to coopt Eastern Europe also, as well as the American-centered transnational finance, which employs most of The Names' heroes, forefront a global presence "risk analysts" like Jim and loan officers such as David Keller themselves juxtapose to socioeconomic havoc at the subsystemic, national level and generally to setbacks by which entire regions and nations devolve out of presence status. Afghanistan, for instance, has become a "non-presence country" for David, although his firm does "business, a little," over there, while "Iran [is a] collapsed presence" altogether, a repercussion of the same company's "collapsed business" in the Islamic nation (233). The advancing systemic world is, then, with an apparent paradox, a world in deepening turmoil and violence, terror-prone and therefore terrorizing. This is, conspicuously, the runaway world of risk of late or second modernity sociologists Anthony Giddens and Ulrich Beck have attended to in detail. It also is the world of selfstyled risk consultants like Jim. Both from Owen and from personal research, he learns that " [t] he means to contend with death has become death," and so, as we build "a system against the terror in our souls," we also "make the system equal to the terror,"
whether we talk about actual systems of terror, which also start spreading exponentially and transnationally around the end of the Cold War, or about banking systems, weapons systems, computer operating systems, or systems such as the murderous cult and, inside it, the cult's "operating program," which matches the initials of place names and victims' names (308). Not only does "[m]adness ha[ve] a structure," as Andahl, another cult member, clues Jim in, but "[w]e might [also] say madness is all structure. We might say structure is inherent in madness." "There is not," concludes Andahl, "one without the other," and so the cult's onomastic structure and scheme of name-matching are mad form or madness as form, in-kind responses to an out-of-whack history. They compound the ontological predicament even when they are wielded to retrieve the the quotidian and presentifying, re-presenting and reintroducing to us, words and, through them, things we assumed we knew or thought we forgot 7 .
If Jim postpones, quite tellingly, until the end of the novel the ritual climb to the "thing [that] is there," "loom[ing]" so powerfully on the Acropolis that, doing away with human sanction, "almost forces us to ignore it" (5), The Names is abuzz with the rustle of a presence that calls out to Americans like Jim, who still come to Greece "to find deeper textures" even as all they seem to do is "business," to say nothing of "risk consultancy" (6). Only, these textures -the very texture of the contemporary -are in full view, presenting themselves as they stake their spaces and contour our present in the deep time of culture. They lie on the surface of things and more often than not are the very things themselves together with their names -names qua things, as forms or self-referring, thick somato-semantic phonologies carrying with them spiritual sediments, affect, mentalities, and articulatory systems, not as named and absent realities, as signifiers of absence. To reiterate, DeLillo does not presume nor aspires to write the chronicle of the present with the ink of this ethereal absence, of the "obscurity" in which, according to Agamben, the contemporary hides its elusive essence (19) (20) .
Even the Pentecostal sermon, which, unlike the Greek temple, "is not quite there" but "absent," is actually striking in its overwhelmingly tactile and fluid presence, in its "indivisible" constitution that splices up the "inverted," "transparent word" anchored in the Logos (the "Spirit" invoked by the preacher) and the flowing body of the speech that washes over the Midwestern parishioners, "passing over and through." This indivisibility is the self-sustaining, integrated presence that makes the language system of the homily "beautiful" and, further, makes the beautiful a vehicle of "ecstasy" in a way counter to the beauty Owen distinguishes in the "language of destruction" and in the anti-historical "stasis" whose onset this language is supposed to spell out (The Names 307).
The cult, Owen also offers, presents itself in order to rescind the ethos of presence and beauty in which some characters of the novel and the novelist himself are invested.
If, as later novels such as The Body Artist and Zero K make clear, the body is a quintessential site of presence and aesthetic operator, then the killings are designed not 7 "The Names is language obsessed," notes Paula Bryant (17).
only to deny the body, "our base reality," but also to annul presence as a matrix of beauty. Pointless and ultimately insane, the murderous aesthetic of the "patterns," of the perfect and futile "programs," of the cascading telexes and the numbers crunched by Jim -"death by system," as Owen puts it -threatens to cancel out what one is tempted to call ethical beauty (175) . And yet the latter does emerge inside the novel in a number of ways and through the novel as a whole because, here and elsewhere in his works, DeLillo sets out to counter the insanity of systems archaic or high-tech, convinced as he is that his job as a writer is to engage madness head-on and join other writers' conversation with it. Because the twentieth-century itself "aspires" to this sort of madness, as Owen too observes, true writers have no choice (118). Jim, a writer in his own right, inches slowly in this direction not by writing a book, as Andahl half-fears, half-hopes, but, for now, by keeping out a writer's eye for the present world in its full ambivalence. Of course, his own position is, for most of the story, ambivalent, but this makes him both a cog in the machine and the kind of insider whose reports are not only reliable but can also jam the works. More than anything else, this eye is educated, keen as it proves on the ballooning world of commodification, serialization, surveillance, and destruction systems, as well as on things that gain on us neither to subdue us nor to elicit rationalizations and judiciously lucrative calculations from us but, as Kathryn insists, to "ad [d] beauty to the world" itself (92).
Old and new, natural and artificial, made and found, these things can be seemingly less systemic, "ordinary things" (56) like a peach, capable of producing such a "sense pleasure [that] seems to need another context" (56). Or, they can be more "system-heavy" items such as "fire-hardened" clay tablets through which "the stone sp[eaks]" not so much as or with data but as self-sufficient "art" (167), as "dense black basalt, marble with a ferrous content" fashioned into "beautiful shapes" (35-36). Also, they can be elements of various ecosystems such as living beings like the "beautiful bees" swarming around Tap on the Greek island or, also in Greece, a mountain side charged with the "inner light of things" while "concealing the radar that faces east" (176). But, closer to what we ordinarily understand by "aesthetic," this spectrum of beautiful presence includes at least one aspect of Volterra's film-making if not his entire cinematic art, a certain cinematics of presence that does not transcend the "thing" but extracts the "film implied in the thing itself" (200), an approach that allows the director to imagine a movie that would both piggyback on the cult's own, lethal poiesis and suspend it in a final freeze frame. A similarly "immanentist" technique characterizes the novel's fictional and real writers. Thus, Tap's nonfictional writing renders language opaque, supremely self-referring, "botching" the form by making it a "thing," "reifying" it for the reader by calling attention to it and implicitly to its meaning through misspellings that are at once "systematic" and anti-systemic, violating the rules of correct spelling. Jim's sparse, elliptic speech, presumably a reflection of his style as a scriptwriter and fiction author-to-be, is also intensely thing-oriented, isolating objectual presences and listing them relentlessly in one syncopated, highly suggestive, often strikingly poetic sentence after another that, when cannot be easily broken down into quasi-Imagist lines, testify both to DeLillo's background as a copywriter and to his lasting appreciation for Ernest Hemingway. That is to say, Jim's is DeLillo's own, recognizable style. Not necessarily his creator's alter ego, the hero talks to other characters and to us the way DeLillo writes, through economic sequences of object lists and concisely conveyed impressions couched in short strings of nouns and clustered into "incomplete" sentences that marshal the things of the world before us and submit their severe beauty to our consideration 8 .
